
B-059-001

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

B-059-002

The Acquisitions Technical Report drafted for the DEIS used vacancy

rates for retail, office, and industrial space to address the potential for

business relocation. Potentially displaced businesses were not

addressed individually, though the Acquisitions Technical Report drafted

for the FEIS contains more detail for certain displaced businesses that

may prove challenging to relocated. It is not expected that Diversified

Marine would be displaced by the CRC project improvements, and

therefore, a discussion about potential relocation of Diversified Marine is

not included. It is unlikely that the relocation potential of a single

business would have altered the choices made by project decision-

makers. 
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B-059-003

The purpose of the Acquisitions Technical Report drafted for the DEIS

was to provide a comparison of the potential right-of-way acquisitions

between the build alternatives. Every effort was made to identify the

necessary property acquisitions and business displacements that would

occur with each alternative. The Economics Technical Report, not the

Acquisitions Technical Report, describes the loss of profits from

displaced businesses. Since the publication of the DEIS, additional work

has been done to minimize impacts to properties and avoid displacing

businesses where possible, including Diversified Marine, as described in

the above response. Additional efforts to minimize property impacts will

continue through final design. 

 

B-059-004

The light rail alignment included with the CRC project will extend the

MAX Yellow Line from its present terminus at Expo Center. There are no

plans to relocate this station as a part of this project. 

 

B-059-005

The Acquisitions Technical Report identified the number of buildings and

businesses displaced, and did not analyze each displacement in detail.

As described above, the purpose of the report was to compare the

impacts of the build alternatives to inform the selection of the LPA.

Impacts to Diversified Marine would have been the same with all build

alternatives, and therefore would not have acted as a differentiating

characteristic between alternatives. As appropriate, more detailed

analysis of specific property acquisitions and business displacements

occurred after the selection of the LPA and development of the FEIS. 
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B-059-006

The Acquisitions Technical Report does not specifically state the

compensation provided to each displaced business as this is something

that is negotiated following an appraisal and during the property

acquisition and business relocation process.
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B-059-007

Please see response to comment -002.

 

B-059-008

At the time of publication of the DEIS and Acquisitions Technical Report

there were only three alternatives for the Marine Drive Interchange: the

Standard, Southern, and Diagonal alignments. At the time of publication,

the design of the Southern alignment would have required the

acquisitions as described in your comment. Following the publication of

the DEIS, more alignment options for the Marine Drive Interchange, such

as the series of Southern alignments mentioned in your comment, were

developed for evaluation by the Marine Drive Stakeholders Group.
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B-059-009

The purpose of this exhibit was to show the amount of private property

that would need to be acquired by project improvements. The designs

were intersected with the property boundaries provided by the County

Property Assessor, which did not always include submerged leases. 

 

B-059-010

The Acquisitions Technical report did not disregard impacts that would

occur in North Portland, but accurately characterized that a majority of

property acquisitions and business displacements required by the build

alternatives in Oregon would occur on Hayden Island.

 

B-059-011

The displacement of floating homes provided a differentiating

characteristic between build alternatives, and was therefore discussed in

greater detail in the DEIS and Acquisitions Technical Report prepared for

the DEIS.

 

B-059-012

In an effort to minimize impacts to Diversified Marine, the transit

designers have shifted the light rail alignment to the west to avoid

bisecting the property. Moving the Expo Center transit station was not

nessesary to avoid impacting this property.

 

B-059-013

This section addressed the potential for relocating businesses based on

vacancy rates and future land use plans. This discussion was kept

general as many of the businesses potentially displaced by the DEIS

alternatives would have been avoided by the eventual selection of the

LPA. The Acquisitions Technical Report drafted for the FEIS contains

more detail for certain displaced businesses that may prove challenging

to relocated.
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B-059-014

Permits would not be required for property acquisitions. At the time of the

publication of the DEIS, no permits were identified as being needed for

business relocation. The identification of such permits would not be

made until the property acquisition and business relocation process, as

the acquiring agency would wait to determine whether assistance with

obtaining such permits would be provided as part of the relocation

package until that time. A general statement about the potential for

needing permits to relocate certain businesses has been added to the

FEIS Technical Report. 

 

B-059-015

Thank you for providing your comments on the Acquisitions Technical

Report prepared for the DEIS. As described above, the purpose of this

report was to provide a comparison of the property requirements needed

for each build alternative to inform project decision-makers. The

Acquisitions Technical Report developed for the FEIS provides more

detail on individual property impacts, but much of the detail that is

requested in this comment will likely not be available until the property

acquisition and relocation process. 
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